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About This Game

Star Waker

Play as Ariane Ducenar in her quest to save humanity from eternal slumber in this shoot'em'up.

Three kinds of spaceships will be available to you, each with their own gameplay and ambiance. You'll have to constantly adapt
to power through the obstacles on your way to wake up mankind. This includes the ability to modify your skills trees anytime !
Furthermore, your dexterity will be tested in many ways: not only will you have to fight every enemy blocking your path, but

you'll also have to maneuver through planetary defenses!
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Will you unreal the conspiracies threatening mankind and carry out your mission against all odds? Will you handle the
experimental yet powerful ships?

Content

Three customizable spaceships with their own skilltrees for various gameplays!

Almost 40 levels and numerous galactic-scale bosses!

A story that will guide you through the mysteries of the past to ensure the future of humanity!
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Title: Star Waker
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From The Bard
Publisher:
From The Bard
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017
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Very sleek and nice USS Constitution and the HMS Victory. As well as other units.. great game, has a indie feel to it but the
upgrade system and game mechanics were really fun and fluent, story was pretty good, overall no complaints. For the Full Price
of nearly 14 EUR its not worth because you are easily trough in under 2 hours.. Spike hitbox way too big, and it feels like the
floor is ice, you keep sliding. Except the achevements are cool...

3/10 save me help. During the late 90’s/early 2000’s Humongous Entertainment released an absolutely fantastic stream of
“edutainment” point and click adventures for children. These titles focus on a range of light academics including basic
geography, basic to upper elementary level mathematics, logical thinking, critical thinking and puzzle solving, topped off with
reinforcement of good manners and polite social etiquette. At the lower end of the age spectrum, they may require some adult
supervision and supportive guidance, but there is no better series of games for a child’s first venture into PC gaming.

Putt-Putt Enters The Race was the last children's “Edutainment” game I played. Since I was older, it didn’t engage me like the
others did. At the same time, I feel like this was when the Putt-Putt titles began to slip in quality and originality. It’s still a
worthy title of the Humongous label, but I would purchase the Parade, Moon, Zoo or Circus before this one.
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Stupid mindless fun, it put a smile on my face. (got it on sale for like $2, easily worth it)

The progression is a bit wierd, so spread out your playthrough and play a round or two between other games, so you don't get
tired of replaying the same tracks over and over in a row to unlock the other tracks.

It would be cool if there was a way to load your own tracks like Audio surf, but i fully understand that doing that and getting
everything to sync up in a balanced way could be incredibly difficult. /2c. I agree with Quex's review, fun but really rage
inducing, the sliding puts me of BIG TIME, But for then less than 50p. It can be quite good
adress the issues, and it will be an awesome game! 7/10. Just Awesome. It's a really fun game. Here is a match that I've played
with two friends [Swedish].

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fq2-VQj8yw. Game breaking bugs. If you skip conversations you get stuck and have to
restart completely or from a save game.
- Rather dull and unfunny conversations..
- Choices do not matter at all
- Can't skip cutscenes. poor graphic quality, poor control, cannot costomise control button, cannot choose mission youself.
Pretty fun game to play whenever. No cheaters that I've seen, which is great. But, the game gets boring eventually. More maps
and non-player made servers (that cycle maps) would be nice because finding a match can be tricky sometimes. Definately
needs more maps, and possibly some form of in-game currency to purchase cosmetics and whatnot. I love the graphics and the
overall style. The entire game has a pretty happy mood and it's pretty hard to get annoyed with it.

Excited to see where this game will go.
Overall I rate 6/10

:). I got this game in some kind of bundle. I played it for about half an hour for the cards and then uninstalled it. The frame rate
is terrible, the controls are sluggish and unresponsive and the missions are all boring. Suggest you avoid.. Are you a fan of
SimCity or other world building\/management games? Got a twisted sense of humor and are not too offended of being G-
O....oh, wait, the "Demiurge" right. A tongue in cheek, cartoonishly management\/government game where manage, SimCity
style, Heaven and Hell. I've been playing this game since it was released, it is literally the ONLY physical CD-ROM of a DOS
based game I still own, although it's been years since I've had either a CD-ROM in my computer OR an operating system that
would run it without crying foul without "tinkering" If you're good at Simcity you'll be able to handle the heaven part no
problem, but uhm, downstairs is gonna give you fits because it doesn't work like.....hell can't be all orderly like that what's wrong
with you. And then the disasters, oh you just wait you'll love it. HIGHLY recommend.
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